
Question 11 - Popular Culture 
 

a.  Continuity, Change, and Development of a Popular Culture 
 
A defining characteristic of a popular culture is its development from a local to global level, which is evident in                    
Reality Television. The first reality TV show, Candid Camera, began airing on American television from 1948                
and was a moderate success. The so-called ‘mother of reality TV’ was aired in 1973, called An American                  
Family, which grew to be a gargantuan success. Its popularity, in conjunction with rapid technological advances                
and globalisation, led to shows being viewed at a global level in various countries. The rise of commercial                  
television in the 1970s and 80s, as well as the advent of the internet and social media, have proliferated the                    
dissemination of reality TV by easing the avenues of distribution and increasing consumer accessibility.              
Another example is the Voice of Holland, which expanded from 2011 at the local level to having 65 different                   
versions broadcast in over 180 countries. Media companies also now have a global expanse due to globalisation,                 
such as Fox and Warner Bros, thus allowing reality TV to be distributed to a global audience. Some continuities                   
in reality TV are the persistence of commercialisation and paraphernalia, as the pop culture as continually                
engaged in advertising, product placement, merchandising, and profitisation. Additionally, mythology and           
cultural tropes have also remained a social continuity in crafting relatable and familiar characters and narratives                
within reality shows. Examples of change include the changing values of reality TV, as it further engages in                  
taboo content (e.g. evolving from The Bachelor to Married at First Sight to Cheaters), as well as the changes in                    
consumption, with devices and streaming services now being the primary mode of consumption (52%). 
 
Essay - The Contribution of a Popular Culture to Social Change 
 
Reality TV is a very influential form of popular culture and can ultimately contribute to social change. This is                   
evident in its promulgation of certain values and perspectives at the micro-level, technological engagement at               
the meso level, and institutional impact at the macro level. It achieves this by presenting fresh perspectives and                  
communicating new values. 
 
Reality television, through its depiction of narratives and characters, can promulgate values and perspectives              
that impact micro-level interactions and thus contribute to social change. Media is a significant socialising               
agent, and the traditions and ideologies depicted on media content such as reality TV can be especially useful,                  
due to its often facadical representation of reality and manufactured authenticity. Shows such as the Bachelor                
and Married at First Sight publicise traditionally private and taboo human experiences, concomitantly providing              
unique perspectives to individuals whose preconceptions and worldview might be challenged or affirmed. The              
Iraqi documentary Salam Shabab depicts young participants working together and helping in community             
initiatives, with the winner receiving a chance to have a meeting with members of Parliament. This empowers                 
individuals and young viewers at the micro-level, as they are inspired to contribute to their community to                 
inspire social change. Technology can serve as an avenue for individuals at the micro-level to voice their                 
concerns and opinions, which can lead to changes within reality shows themselves, such as the Bachelor                
premiering in 2013 followed by the Bachelorette in 2015 due to a demand by individual consumers. By                 
exposing individuals to new values, taboo perspectives, and inspiring community engagement, reality TV can              
influence micro-level belief to contribute to larger level social change. 
 



Meso-level social change that is attributable to reality TV arises from greater diversity and representation of                
cultural groups, either contravening or reinforcing stereotypes. Reality television can often exacerbate            
prejudices and stereotypes at the community meso-level, such as the show Queer Eye for the Straight Guy                 
depicting highly caricaturised LGBT people and promoting heternormativity, thus reinforcing convervative           
perceptions. However, reality TV can also contribute to meso-level social change by challenging             
preconceptions. Shows such as Emotional Attyachar and Sach ka Samna in India have promoted more liberal                
values. While this does result in backlash and from conservative groups, the fresh perspectives and progressive                
values presented in the show manifest themselves in ideological changes within communities and their              
perceptions of groups. Outrage at the Survivor 2016’s racially homogenous cast exemplifies this, as reality               
TV’s representation of various cultural groups and diversity empowers these communities at a meso level and                
confronts their preconceptions. These groups can thus relate and engage with popular culture to a greater                
degree, thus influencing meso-level perceptions and communities due to representation and diversity in reality              
TV. 
 
At a macro-level, reality TV can shift national discourse and impact institutional change. The 2011 show Go                 
Back to Where You Came From mediatised life narratives, presenting a conversion narrative that aimed to                
foster greater empathy towards asylum seekers. The refugee debate was a prominent socio political issue in the                 
Australian zeitgeist, and the show was successful in nurturing macro-level discourse through its six participants,               
all with diverse perspectives on the issue and various upbringings. Many facets and subsection of the Australian                 
population was represented and social media served as the platform since people all over the country engaged in                  
discourse over the issue. An SBS survey later found that 63% of viewers harboured a more empathetic view of                   
refugees after watching the show, and along with the shift in national discourse, are evident of reality TV’s                  
macro-level contributions to social change by presenting new perspectives. This was also due to television’s               
high accessibility, with 99% of Australian homes having access to at least one television. Reality TV’s                
presentation of taboo situations, as shown through the micro and meso levels, can manifest into macro-level                
social change. The Australian Communications and Media Authority (ACMA) has not received any lawsuits              
since 2012 with regards to the content of reality TV, as Australian culture grows more accustomed to and                  
accepting of the deterioration of privacy within Reality TV (both within the shows themselves and through                
meta-content). The ACMA has also gradually decreased its requirements for the classification of M and MA15+                
rated shows, as macro-level cultural changes have shifted social perceptions of what is considered appropriate               
content. This macro-level authority can influence the access and consumption at the micro-level, which can in                
turn engender meso-level changes. The exposure to archetypes and heroes, such as the Bachelor’s Sam Wood,                
can also influence individuals at the micro-level which can impact macro-level perceptions of heroes and role                
models. 
 
Reality TV can provide new perspectives and proselytise certain values and ideologies. This can influence               
individual at the micro-level, community perceptions at the meso level, and institutional and cultural changes at                
the macro-level. 


